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Biology and medicine have become ‘big science’, even though we may not always like this: genomics and
the subsequent analysis of what the genomes encode has shown that interesting living organisms require
many more than 300 gene products to interact. We once thought that somewhere in this jungle of interacting
macromolecules was hidden the molecule that constitutes the secret of Life, and therewith of health and
disease. Now we know that, somehow, the secret of Life is the jungle of interactions. Consequently, we
need to ﬁnd the Rosetta Stones, i.e. interpretations of this jungle of systems biology. We need to ﬁnd,
perhaps convoluted, paths of understanding and intervention. Systems biochemistry is a good place to start,
as it has the foothold that what goes in must come out. In the present paper, we review two strategies,
which look at control and regulation. We discuss the difference between control and regulation and prove
a relationship between them.

Why systems biology?
Although it has become possible to characterize almost all
its molecular components, no comprehensive function of
any living organism has yet been understood in terms of a
fully predictive biology. Thereby the implicit promise behind
much of the life sciences, i.e. that we are working towards
completely rational therapies of all our diseases and more
generally towards a rational approach to Life, seems to be left
unmet.
This broken promise becomes bitter as molecular biology,
cell biology and genomics thrive in their successes. Progress
from almost complete ignorance a century ago to the
accumulated data and understanding of today has been
enormous. However, the distance between where we are
now and where we should be seems to have increased even
more. With every new paper about p53, we understand less
of its function [1]. We do not see the forest for the trees,
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and the information about the individual trees has been
growing exponentially. Reasons are the enormous complexity
of the subject matter and, perhaps, a wrong approach to that
complexity. Systems biology more than the biology of living
systems should help get us out of this predicament. It should
perhaps utilize the natural organization of living systems to
develop analysis methods that thereby deviate from those of
chemistry and physics and help clarify the mysteries of Life.

The theoretical complexity of biology
is vast
When setting up or deciding about the funding of research
programmes, it becomes increasingly important to ensure that
they follow a sensible strategy. When aiming to understand
the common basis of all physical forces in terms of an as yet
unidentified gauge boson [2], it makes little sense to study a
pendulum in one’s backyard. One probably needs to make
elementary particles collide at huge energies, requiring an
enormous accelerator at vacuum. Thus an enormous project
emerges, involving lots of laboratories all over the world.
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Most of these laboratories do what has to be done, in a single
context, using common standards.
Biology and molecular biology lack the tradition of ‘big
science’; they have been more like cottage industries. Indeed,
there have been and there remain good reasons for working
on certain components of living organisms, for instance on
the structure of an important protein [3], on the genes’
downstream binding sequences for a transcription factor
or on the mechanisms by which chromatin modification
may affect lyonization [4]: the structures and molecular
mechanisms are both fascinating and important scientifically.
An at least equally important aim of biology, however, is
the understanding of Life, of functions that contribute to
Life or of malfunctions that lead to disease. In a perhaps too
literal reading of the word biology, this is what biologists
are supposed to do, i.e. figure out the words and laws
that gauge Life. Ultimately, this aim may require an even
bigger science than that required for the Higgs boson. For
the human is likely to be much more complex than the
relationship between the four fundamental forces, and much
more important for humankind as well.
Genomics has contributed a number of mind-shattering
understandings of the living state. One is that the genome
sizes of living organisms that we find interesting (e.g. humans,
yeast or Escherichia coli) amount to thousands of genes.
Already in this sense, biology is complex. Rather than the, say,
three elementary particles that may feature at some relevant
level in physics, or the 118 that do so in chemistry, one is
dealing with at least 30 000 such elementary particles for the
human.
Be that as it may, one could engage in an extensive structural
biology initiative and overexpress, purify, crystallize and
then determine the X-ray structure of each of the 30 000
proteins [5]. This is much and highly difficult work, because
most proteins of a genome differ in structure and molecular
mechanism. This feature corresponds to the complexity that
is often associated with biology, i.e. much, much detail and
little generality, and the project corresponds to a seemingly
endless project of data collecting.
However, if chemistry would have been satisfied with
determining the structures and material properties of all
of the elements, this would not have led to as much
understanding of the world as chemistry has contributed
today. Most substances that affect the world are not elements,
but compounds. Much of the relevance of material chemistry
resides in the elements reacting with each other to form new
entities; an infinite number of combinations.
Similarly, the macromolecules of biology function exclusively through their interactions with other macromolecules.
The cell-division cycle is one of the most fundamental and
characteristic processes of Life. Mathematical models exist
in which a number of proteins interact, effecting covalent
modification and degradation of each other [6]. This entails
cell cycling. None of the proteins in isolation would cycle,
but the ensemble of interacting proteins does. Accordingly, a
phenomenon such as the transition of the cell through certain
characteristic points of the cell cycle appears to be controlled,
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not by a single protein, but by multiple proteins [7]. Oxidative
phosphorylation is the main source of the ATP that drives
virtually every process sufficiently away from equilibrium to
provide flux that is relevant for Life. The ATPase responsible
for the synthesis of the ATP is driven by protons tumbling
down their concentration gradient/Gibbs free energy
difference across the inner mitochondrial membrane [8] if it is
thermodynamically proficient [9]. The process would run in
the wrong direction if only this enzyme were involved. The
mitochondrial electron-transfer chain is essential to crank
up that electrochemical gradient. None of the participating
proteins in isolation would catalyse the synthesis of ATP, only
their network does [10]. Similarly, β-cell function, in the sense
of the secretion of insulin in response to increased levels of
glucose, would not happen if only the glucose-sensing system
were in place or only the insulin production machinery.
These are a mere three examples of the fact that functions of
living organisms depend critically on the interactions between
components.
In an additional sense, all biological functions ultimately
depend on interactions. All functions depend on the
maintenance of the living state of which they are part, which
in turn depends on a minimum number of interacting gene
products. This principle of Life is reinforced by the smallest
genome size of living organisms being not smaller than some
400 genes [11,12]. The significance of this is that the smallest
form of Life does not consist of 100 organisms of four genes
each, but that all these 400 genes have to be together in a
single organism for any of the individual genes to survive
( pace [13]).
The number of potential binary interactions of 30 000
components is almost a billion, and if interactions can involve
any number of components, each only once, the number of
theoretically possible interactions (30 000! ≈ 10121202 , i.e. a 1
with more than 120 000 zeros) exceeds the number of atoms
in the Universe (which is on the order of 1080 ) [14]. For the
smallest genome we know, the numbers are 400!, amounting
to 10866 . Because these numbers exceed the number of genes
astronomically, and because 30 000 would be manageable for
a large research programme, but 10121202 would not be, the
problem in the complexity of biology resides less in
the large number of components than in the importance of
their interactions for function.

The actual complexity of biology might be
manageable
Are living organisms so complex as to depend on more than
10866 interactions? If so, then the experimental assessment
of the strengths of these interactions would be impossible
within the lifetime of the human species, and well beyond
possible resourcing. Likewise, the mathematical modelling of
the corresponding networks would require computers that
cannot be envisaged to be built or even powered. In this
section, we show that the complexity is far smaller than
suggested by this astronomical number.
Living organisms engage in diverse functions that are often
much more sophisticated than the function of an ideal gas.
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It might seem that this sophistication might require the
enormous complexity calculated above. However, the part
of non-equilibrium thermodynamics that deals with selforganization has shown otherwise: through the non-linear
interactions of a very limited number of components, highly
complex patterns can emerge [15], which are reminiscent of
the patterning in developmental biology [16]. This means that,
although many biological functions are complex, they might
depend on few components and interactions [15].
This now constitutes a paradox. If generating strong complexity requires so few components and interactions, why
do living organisms require so many (>400) components?
And, do they really require as many as the 400! possible
interactions between these components? This paradox is
profound and affects much of the methodology of the life
sciences. On the one hand, some life scientists view biology
as a can of worms, every new case requiring a de novo acquisition of experimental information where conclusions can only
be drawn empirically and where there is no role for the
application of generic laws and principles. On the other hand,
(other) life scientists wish the science of biology to become
a predictive science, where the application of more generic
principles and laws to actual cases suggests hypotheses that
are then tested experimentally and rigidly. When projected
to the extreme, the former group sees biology as a can of
>400! worms, whereas the latter sees it as in essence just four
or five general principles being instantiated in large numbers
of special cases. We argue that neither view is correct, that
biology is neither simple nor maximally complex, and that an
additional line of thinking, i.e. hysteresis through evolution, is
unique for the life sciences, which thereby requires an entirely
new methodology [17,18].
By accounting for the minimal requirements for Life, for
the number of different chemical compounds required,
for the fact that biochemical synthesis occurs in sequences
of simple chemical reactions and for the required microenvironment for catalysis [19], one finds that Life requires
more than 100 reaction steps, perhaps 300 [18]. In linear
biochemical pathways, each protein interacts with two other
proteins through an intermediary metabolite, leading to a
number of (indirect) protein–protein interactions that is equal
to the number of enzymes. Because of the requirement
of free energy transduction and because of convergence of
reactions, the actual number of such interactions would be
a bit higher. The interactions that underpin the chemistry
of living organisms are protein–metabolite interactions. If
there are only linear pathways, one has 2n enzyme–metabolite
interactions when there are n enzymes. For the 30 000-gene
human, this would mean some 60 000 real interactions rather
than the 10121202 theoretical ones (see above); for the minimum
organism, 800 rather than the 400!.
This estimate of 60 000 may be a bit conservative, because
there are also reactions that have more than one substrate, e.g.
those involving free-energy or redox coenzymes, and there
are ample indications that at least some enzymes interact with
other enzymes or with other active proteins in the cell (see,
e.g., [20]). However, even though one might then require 105

interactions for the human, this number is astronomically
smaller than the theoretical number of 10121202 .
There are other reasons that Life is less complex than it
could have been: looking at equal-size spheres, we find that
any one can only interact with six others at the same time.
In a multi-tissue organism, not all genes are expressed in all
tissues. In micro-organisms, not all genes are expressed at
the same time. Yet, this differential expression in space and
time gives evolutionary advantage. The total number of genes
expressed at any one time in any human tissue might well be
as low as 4000. This decreases the maximum number of binary
interactions to some 10 million; very many, but perhaps
not too many for a very large research programme of ‘big
biology’. More important than the precise magnitude of these
numbers, however, is the suggestion that living organisms are
not as complex as the theoretical number of 400! suggested.
Why then did Life not grow as complex as it could have?
Evolution presumably began at a suboptimal state and then
moved to a variety of better states, adapted to ecological
niches. Because of strong selection pressure, there has been
limited horizontal evolution, i.e. at each intermediate stage of
optimality, there have been insufficient mutations to sample
all possibilities of improvement. If evolution is seen as the
movement down from the top of a mountain, then it cannot
be predicted which side of the mountain, hence in which of
the many valleys surrounding the mountain, evolution ends
up. Evolution cannot be seen as a Markov process, i.e. the
state that will be achieved ultimately will not be determined
completely by the ecological niche, by all the possibilities of
chemistry and physics and by selection for optimality. It will
also be determined by accidental ‘choices’ during the process
of evolution. An example is the fact that all amino acids in
proteins are of the L-stereoisomeric form, whereas mirror
organisms with all D-amino acids would have been equally
viable in terms of physics and chemistry. The difference with
physics, or at least with the classical picture thereof, is that
in biology one cannot expect to solve a Schrödinger type of
equation for minimum energy solutions and find biological
reality after evolution as the theoretical minimum energy
state.
Living systems are not at equilibrium or even near
equilibrium [21]. Even where relatively simple, linear,
dynamic relationships exist [22], these relationships differ
from those that could be derived from near-equilibrium
non-equilibrium thermodynamics [23]. Often the system is
‘pumped up’ to a steady state far away from equilibrium
by continuous expenditure of free energy harvested from
food. The properties of such a state do not correspond to
the non-mechanistic properties near equilibrium [24]. They
reflect mechanisms and regulation [25] that may have been
selected by evolution. Yet, within a basin of attraction (a valley
in the mountainous landscape), evolutionary optimization
may have occurred to some extent. Provided that certain
limitations imposed by evolutionary history (such as L-amino
acids) are taken into account, one may be able to predict the
behaviour of the system. In addition, in different species,
some of the evolutionary pressures are identical and hence
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some generic principles may apply across species. And then,
because of the conservative nature of evolution discussed
above, there is substantial homology, which also has the effect
of significant predictability (e.g. the prediction that a newly
observed bacterial species will have DNA with essentially
only four bases, essential in the sense that the four bases are
used in DNA synthesis, and allowing for moderate levels of
subsequent modifications).
Our suggestion is that experimental insight into how
biological systems happen to work reduces the potentially
astronomical complexity to perhaps manageable actual
complexity. The true complexity of Life is not so high as
to make its modelling unthinkable. The understanding of
Life will not come from a grand minimization plus simplicity
principle applied to all degrees of freedom of living systems
[18]. It will require analysis in terms of the actual components
of, and the actual interactions in, actual living organisms.
Therewith experimental biology is a crucial component of
systems biology [26].

Why systems biochemistry?
Biology is a well-organized combination of chemistry and
a bit of physics. Chemistry is everywhere in Life. Gene
expression involves transcription and translation, i.e. the
chemical association of nucleotides and amino acids. Signal
transduction leads to activation or inactivation by covalent
modification. One can look at all of this as the gigantic single
network of chemical reactions that it is.
One can also look at this in a way that distinguishes
between two dimension types, i.e. the ‘horizontal’ ones of
chemical conversions and the ‘vertical’ ones of information
transfer [27,28]. The synthesis and degradation of any mRNA
is a horizontal dimension in which a molecule is synthesized
and degraded. The synthesis, covalent modification and
degradation of a protein is another such chemical dimension.
And the rather extensive connected metabolic network of
living organisms is yet another chemical dimension. These
dimensions are connected essentially through ‘allosteric’
interactions, i.e. influences that do not permanently transfer
mass. A specific mRNA directs translation of amino acids
into the protein it encodes, without itself being consumed in
the process. That protein may catalyse a metabolic reaction,
in which it is not itself consumed. Of course, the level of
protein metabolism is connected by mass transfer with the
level of intermediate metabolism, because protein synthesis
requires amino acids as substrates, but we neglect this aspect:
the biological essence of enzymes is to be catalysts.
If, for now, we restrict the term ‘systems biochemistry’ to
the part of systems biology that proceeds at any horizontal,
chemical, dimension, we note that it has a property that
is absent from the vertical, information-transfer, dimension.
This is the property that is often called ‘mass conservation’,
although it is, in fact, quite a bit stronger than that. It
is the property that at any reaction in a chemical dimension, the amount of each chemical element (and sometimes
even a constellation of elements called a moiety [29]) is
conserved.
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Does it make sense to distinguish this systems biochemistry from mainstream systems biology? It would if it led
to something special. And this is what it does: one result of
this distinction between systems biochemistry and systems
biology deals with control properties of the network. It is
fairly well known that the sum of the control exerted by
all of the reaction steps in the total network on any steadystate flux in that same network, is always 100 % [30,31]. This
gives one law that governs the systems biology of an entire
living cell. It is perhaps less known that within each chemical
dimension the same is true, e.g. the sum of the control of all
reactions in the chemical dimension of a certain mRNA molecule on the steady-state flux of synthesis of that mRNA must
also equal 100 % [28,32,33]. Perhaps even less familiar is the
law that the total control of all reactions in one chemical
dimension on the steady-state flux in any other dimension
must be zero. An implication is that control by transcription,
if important, is not more important than control by mRNA
degradation, a phenomenon that everyone knew all along . . .
Systems biochemistry has also inspired a second approach
to systems biology, called flux analysis. This uses the
conservation of chemical elements to identify so-called
‘stoichiometric’ constraints to the possible behaviour of
metabolic networks [34]. The approach provides improved
definitions of what are metabolic pathways, in terms of
extreme pathways [35] and elementary modes [36,37]. In its
analytical mode, flux analysis enables one to determine fluxes
through networks by measuring the external disappearance or
appearance of substances. In an even more powerful form, it
uses mass-isotope-labelled internal substances to determine
internal fluxes [38]. A related method, termed FBA (fluxbalance analysis), serves a more predictive function. It deals
with the redundancy of possible solutions of non-isotope
doped flux analysis by making assumptions of optimality,
such as maximum yield [39]. The method has appreciable
predictive power, although it is also limited, unless enhanced
further [40–42].

Regulation analysis
The distinction between the horizontal (chemical, metabolic)
and the vertical (gene-expression) dimension also led to
another extension of methodology, now to address an
important issue in systems biology. Analysis of cell function
had bifurcated into two large areas. One was that of
biochemistry and focused on intermediate and energy
metabolism. The other was called molecular genetics and
looked much at transcription and genes. The two areas
of molecular biology discussed cell function largely in the
absence of mention of the other, partly because methodology
to integrate the two was lacking. In intermediate metabolism,
regulation was discussed in terms of the activation of ratelimiting enzymes. In molecular genetics, consensus sequences
were discussed that would or would not bind transcription
factors that activated transcription, which would then lead to
the synthesis of yet other transcription factors which would
again activate, or perhaps inactivate, the transcription of some
other transcription-factor-encoding gene.
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Sauro [43] had proposed a way to describe regulation
quantitatively. He wrote an equation for the rate of a
biochemical reaction in terms of its substrates, products and
other allosteric or competitive effectors. The regulation of the
rate of that enzyme-catalysed process could be disentangled
in terms of the contributions of these various effectors. This
analysis did not discriminate between the horizontal and
vertical dimensions. Ter Kuile and Westerhoff [44] then added
that distinction and thereby came to integrate metabolic
biochemistry with gene-expression molecular genetics. They
found that total regulation could at least in some way
be seen as the sum of biochemical and molecular genetic
contributions: in a new law, now for regulation of the steadystate rate of a process, the sum of the direct regulation
of an intracellular reaction rate by the vertical dimension,
i.e. gene expression, and by the horizontal dimension, i.e.
metabolic factors, equalled 1 [44]. The method has since been
extended to time-dependent hierarchical regulation analysis
[45–47].

Regulation versus control
In passing, ter Kuile and Westerhoff [44] brought home a
message that was left a bit implicit in the early paper by Sauro
[43]: although often the words ‘control of cell function’ and
‘regulation of cell function’ are used indiscriminately, they
tend to refer to two concepts rather than one. Before the
advent of Metabolic Control Analysis, discussions of control
or regulation of metabolism had been about phenomena and
features that were important for the subject, such as futile
cycling, the presence of many metabolic factors affecting
an enzyme such as phosphofructokinase, feedback loops,
position in a pathway and irreversibility [48], but did not
by themselves create a comprehensive understanding. The
definitions and laws [49–54] of Metabolic Control Analysis
then put this to an end, especially after they had been
implemented experimentally (see, e.g., [55–59]).
An ambiguity remained, however, which we illustrate by
discussing the importance of an enzyme for the flux through
the pathway of which it is part. One may ask whether
that enzyme is the rate-limiting step, or more subtly to
what extent that enzyme controls or limits the flux. The
operational definition of this concept of control is the effect
of a small modulation of the activity of the enzyme (e.g.
its concentration, but see [60]) at constant activities of all
other enzymes, on the flux [61]. If for a 10 % activation of the
enzyme, the effect on the steady state flux is 7 %, then the flux
control coefficient of that enzymes with respect to that
flux is 0.7 [61]. Here the modulation of the activity of the
enzyme is not carried out by the system itself; it is the experimenter, either in vitro (see, e.g., [55,62]) or in silico (see, e.g.,
[63,64]) who modulates. The magnitude of the flux control
coefficient bears no reference to the question of whether or
not the enzyme activity is now or ever increased or decreased
by or in the organism, other than by this external intervention
aimed at measuring the control.

The issue whether the organism itself does or does not alter
the activity of the enzyme, for instance when trying to cope
with an external challenge such as shortage of substrate for
energy metabolism, is a different, but likewise interesting,
issue. In order to distinguish from the above concept of
control, we have proposed to restrict the word ‘regulation’
to dealing with this issue [44,65]. The word ‘control’ had
been pretty well defined to describe the above concept of
‘limitation’ [61].
Rather than to define regulation as the change effected
by the organism, we proposed to relate the change to what
is being regulated. Perhaps the clearest case is that of the
regulation of the flux through a chemical reaction. An
organism can change such a flux in three types of ways.
One is by changing the concentrations of the metabolites that
affect the rate at which the enzyme that catalyses the reaction
functions. A second is by changing the concentration of that
enzyme. And the third is by changing the catalytic properties
of the enzyme by irreversible (not necessarily irrevertible
[23]) modification, such as adenylylation [66].
The first of the three is of ‘horizontal’ systems biochemistry and corresponds directly to metabolic regulation. The
second corresponds to the most direct form of regulation
through gene expression. The third may be called regulation through signal transduction, but we have not yet dealt
with this component explicitly; until now it has been grouped
together with gene expression regulation, often under the
term ‘hierarchical regulation’ [44,45].
The gene expression regulation is quantified by taking
the relative change in enzyme concentration or (in
the case of hierarchical regulation coefficient comprising
both gene expression and signal transduction regulation)
enzyme V max and divide this by the relative change in
regulated function; in simple cases, the flux through the same
enzyme. At least, this is what is done for small changes. For
larger changes, the ratio of the differences of the logarithms
is taken.
For most enzyme-catalysed reactions, the rate equation can
be written as a multiplication of the enzyme concentration
and a function of metabolite concentrations [67]. The
metabolic regulation coefficient is defined as the relative
change in the latter function divided by the relative change
in flux. For larger changes, this is calculated as the
change in logarithm of that function divided by the change
in logarithm of the flux. If regulation is quantified in this
way, the hierarchical regulation and the metabolic regulation
coefficients sum to 1 also for larger changes in flux. When
gene expression regulation is split into components such
as transcription regulation and mRNA stability regulation,
similar laws apply [68].

The connections between regulation and
control
In the regular case, where the rate of a reaction is proportional
to the concentration of the enzyme catalysing it, the flux
control coefficient is the change in the logarithm of the
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flux divided by the change in the logarithm of the
concentration of the enzyme:


∂ ln [Ji ]
J
Ci i ≡
∂ ln(ei ) e j=i, steady state
The gene-expression regulation coefficient is the change
in the logarithm of the enzyme concentration divided by the
change in the logarithm of the flux:


 ln [ei ]
ρg ≡
 ln(Ji ) steady state
Capital  refers to both to changes of substantial and
to changes of small magnitude. In the latter case, the above
d ln [e ]
equation can be written asρg ≡ d ln(Jii ) ,which suggests that the
two coefficients might be each other’s inverse, or that
J
ρg · Ci i = 1. But are they each other’s inverse? Is geneexpression regulation the inverse of control?
The symbol ∂ refers to the fact that a partial derivative
is considered, i.e. enzyme ei is modulated at constant
concentrations (activities) of all other enzymes (as indicated
in the subscript and at constant magnitudes of all other
parameters of the system): as mentioned below, control
by an enzyme is the phenomenon that if an experimenter
modulates the activity of that enzyme, then the flux changes
considerably. Of course, in such an experiment, one should
not at the same time modulate the concentrations of the
other enzymes, as one would then compound the control
exercised by those other enzymes with the control of the
enzyme under study. The concentrations (activities) of
the other enzymes should be kept constant; also, if the living
system itself would try to change them; we consider the
‘metabolic control coefficients’ [69].
When we study regulation, however, it is not the
experimenter who modulates the enzyme concentration. It is
the living system itself that does this, for instance in response
to an external challenge. But, typically, the system changes the
concentrations of many enzymes at the same time. Therefore,
unless the system only changes the expression level of one
enzyme, the gene-expression regulation coefficient is not the
inverse of the flux control coefficient.
We now consider a thought-up example, where a cell
is challenged by something that does not affect the flux
through a two-enzyme pathway with intermediate X. The
cell responds by changing the activities of the two genes
encoding the two enzymes by dlng1 and dlng2 respectively.
Writing the control coefficients measuring the extent to which
gene 1 controls the steady-state concentration of enzyme 1 as
Cgeii , and indicating the traditional flux control coefficients by
capital C, one finds:
ρgv1 =

C1J ·

e
Cg11

Cgeii · d ln g1

e

· d ln g1 + C2J · Cg22 · d ln g2

This confirms that the regulation coefficient is not just
equal to the inverse of the corresponding flux control
coefficient, unless the enzyme is the sole rate-limiting step
of the pathway, or the enzyme is the sole enzyme of the
pathway that is regulated by gene expression.
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This finding that the gene-expression regulation coefficients need not be equal to the inverse of the corresponding
flux control coefficients is perhaps a bit counterintuitive.
One might expect some relationship between control and
regulation to be in place. For instance, the induction of steps
without control would be unsuccessful, hence not contribute
to regulation of the flux. Multiplying regulation coefficients
with the corresponding flux control coefficients should have
some meaning . . .
And indeed, it has. For a linear pathway:

 n
 J
i
Ci · ρg
≡1
i=1

linear pathway

This can be seen by changing indices 1 and 2 in the above
equation and then evaluating the sum of the two products
of regulation and control coefficients, or by considering the
following proof:
n

i=1




∂ ln[Ji ]
d ln[ei ]
·
∂ ln(ei ) e j=i, steady state
d ln(Ji ) steady state


d ln(Ji )
=
=1
d ln(Ji ) steady state


CiJ · ρgvi =

Strategies of regulation
Above, we have shown that the regulation coefficient is not
just equal to the inverse of the corresponding flux control
coefficient, unless the enzyme is the sole rate-limiting step
of the pathway, or the enzyme is the sole enzyme of the
pathway that is regulated by gene expression. The two
exceptions correspond to classical views on metabolic control
and regulation. One of these applies where a pathway has a
single rate-limiting enzyme. In that case, all other flux control
coefficients equal zero, and if the cell were to change the
expression level of any of the other enzymes, there would be
no effect on the flux. The pathway flux can only change if
the rate-limiting enzyme changes in expression level, hence
the gene expression-regulation coefficient of the rate-limiting
enzyme must equal 1.
In the second case, flux control may be distributed over
the pathway enzymes, yet the cell may regulate only by
overexpressing one of the enzymes. Then the gene-expression
regulation coefficient of that enzyme equals the inverse
of the flux control coefficient. When the flux should be
increased, then it might be best for the cell to overexpress
the enzyme with the highest flux control coefficient and
only that enzyme, because then the required increase in
enzyme concentration might be the smallest. These strategies
of regulation could be called ‘rate-limiting step regulation’
and ‘single step regulation’ respectively.
Kacser and Acerenza [70] and Fell and Thomas [71] have
identified a particularly robust way in which an engineer
or an organism respectively could regulate a pathway flux.
The way is robust because it does not involve changes in
metabolite concentrations and therefore leaves cell behaviour
as optimal as it was before the regulation took place. The
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regulation is then such that the expression levels of all
enzymes are increased by the same factor. The consequence in
the above equation is that the two gene-expression regulation
coefficients should both be equal to the inverse of the sum of
the flux control coefficients, which is 1 [30]. Consequently,
all metabolic regulation coefficients should equal zero.
The implications of these three regulation strategies for
the gene-expression regulation coefficients are clear, hence
subject to experimental validation or falsification. There exist
still only few experimental regulation analyses. Surprisingly,
in none of these do any of the three regulation strategies seem
to be used by the living organism examined [44,69,72–76].
Regulation may serve many more purposes than adjusting
flux, and this may account for the more complex regulatory
patterns found [72].

Concluding remarks
Living systems have large numbers of components and
astronomical numbers of potential molecular interactions.
Without making use of what we know of the inherent
organization of living organisms, it will be impossible to
understand how all molecular interactions lead to function.
But by putting in the dimensionality of the pathways in
living cells, fairly simple extrapolations of intuition can
be established that are useful to understand and dissect
regulation and control in living organisms.
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